Monday May 16, 2016
11:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Schizophrenia: Treating a Complex Condition with a New Long-acting Injectable (LAI)

Lunch will be served
Product Theater 1, Booth 113
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta, GA

Join us for this Alkermes-hosted Product Theater

Please see Important Safety Information, including Boxed Warning, for ARISTADA.

Indications
ARISTADA is indicated for the treatment of schizophrenia.

Frequently asked questions:
- What is ARISTADA?
- How does ARISTADA work?
- How is ARISTADA administered?
- Who should not use ARISTADA?
- Are there any known side effects?
- Can ARISTADA cause seizures or diabetes?
- Can ARISTADA cause weight gain?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased insulin levels?
- Can ARISTADA cause hyperglycemia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased lipid levels?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased temperature or sweating?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased blood pressure?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased cardiac conduction time?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of adverse cardiovascular outcomes?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of postural hypotension?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of extrapyramidal symptoms?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of tardive dyskinesia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of neuroleptic malignant syndrome?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of serotonin syndrome?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of sexual dysfunction?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of diabetes mellitus?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of hyperglycemia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of increased prolactin levels?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of orthostatic hypotension?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of fever?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of influenza?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of urinary tract infections?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of bladder cancer?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of sudden death?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of suicide?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced leukopenia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced anemia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced thrombocytopenia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutropenia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutropenic fever?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced cough?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced rhonchi?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced asthenia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced pruritus?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced urticaria?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced rashes?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced angioedema?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced anaphylaxis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced Stevens-Johnson syndrome?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced toxic epidermal necrolysis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced eosinophilia?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced lymphocytosis?
- Can ARISTADA cause increased risk of drug-induced neutrophilia?